Contactless Vehicle Pick-Up & Delivery
Jobs Platform, Without a Chase Vehicle
You’ve started offering vehicle pick-up and delivery for your customers using Quickride, congratulations! Here’s how to use the
Quickride Jobs platform to provide a smooth and contactless experience.

VEHICLE PICK-UP
1

Service Advisor or BDC Representative (Dispatcher) creates an appointment in the Jobs platform with a
1-hour window for pick-up and assigns it to an available dealership employee (Specialist).

At the pickup window’s start-time, Specialist presses “Go” in the Specialist App to start driving to the
customer’s location in the service vehicle.

3

Specialist arrives at the customer’s location and marks the Job as “Started” in the Specialist App.

Specialist loads the customer’s vehicle onto the service vehicle, presses “Navigate Back to Station”
in the Specialist App, and drives back to the dealership.
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Specialist arrives at the dealership, enters any necessary notes, and changes the Job status to “Completed”
in the Specialist App.

VEHICLE DELIVERY
1

Dispatcher creates an appointment in the Jobs platform with a 1-hour window for delivery and assigns
it to an available Specialist.

Specialist loads the customer’s vehicle onto the service vehicle before the delivery window’s start
time.

3

Specialist opens up the Job in the Specialist App at the delivery window’s start time and presses “Go”
to get navigation.

Specialist arrives at the customer's location and marks the Job as “Started” in the Specialist App.
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Specialist returns the vehicle, enters any notes, and marks the Job as “Completed” in the Specialist App.
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Contactless Vehicle Pick-Up & Delivery
Once you’ve implemented your process, you can always improve it by asking your customers for feedback regularly. Here are
some additional tips and suggestions to help ensure your process is succesful and contactless.

Helpful Process Tips

1. Busier dealerships may want to consider appointment windows longer than an hour.


2. You may need assistance from a Manager to coordinate employees’ schedules.


3. Customize your Jobs SMS templates so that the text makes sense for both Vehicle
Pick-Ups and Deliveries. 


4. Take photos of the vehicle at pick-up and after delivery for recordkeeping.


Additional Ways to Go Contactless
1. Ask customers to use a lockbox for the key and to provide the code. Dispatcher inputs the
code into the job details when creating the appointment.


2. Have customers drop their keys in paper or plastic bags. If the key is not necessary to start
the vehicle, it can remain in the bag. If the key is required, remove the key from the bag and
disinfect it. 

Note: When returning the vehicle, disinfect the key. 


3. Research ways to cover surfaces for employees driving the vehicle, such as steering wheel
wrappers, disposable seat covers, etc.
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